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One of perennial problems in the continued specialization of academic disci-
plines is that an important but unexpected result in one area can go completely
unnoticed in another. This gap is particularly great between theoretical physics
and the more rigorous mathematical approaches to the basic formalism em-
ployed by physicists. The physicists show little patience with what to them
seems to be an obsession with the minute detail of a mathematical structure
that appears to have no immediate physical consequences. To mathematicians
there is puzzle that sometimes borders on dismay at some of the "vague" struc-
tures that physicists use successfully. In consequence, each group can be totally
unaware of the important progress made by the other. This is not helped by
the development of specialised technical languages, which can prevent the "out-
sider" seeing immediately the relevance of these advances. At times, it becomes
essential to set down these advances in a way that brings the two groups to-
gether. This book �ts into this category as it sets out to explain how recent
advances in quantization procedures for Lagrangian manifolds has relevance to
the physicist�s approach to quantum theory.
Maurice de Gosson has considerable mathematical expertise in the �eld of

Lagrangian quantization, which involves a detail study of symplectic structures,
the metaplectic covering of these structures and Maslov indices, all topics that
do not fall within the usual remit of a quantum physicist. It is a mathemati-
cians attempt to show the precise relationship between classical and quantum
mechanics. This relationship has troubled physicists for a long time, but in spite
of this, the techniques presented in this book are not very familiar to them. They
are generally content with the plausible, but somewhat vague notion of the cor-
respondence principle. However any detailed analysis of the precise meaning of
this principle has always been beset with problems. Recently decoherence has
become a fashionable explanation for the emergence of the classical world even
though it, too, has its di¢ culties. This book provides an alternative and more
mathematically rigorous approach of the relationship between the classical and
quantum formalisms.
Unsurprisingly the discussion of classical mechanics takes us into a detailed

study of the symplectic group. A notable feature of this discussion is centred on
Gromov�s "non-squeezing" theorem, which although classical, contains the seeds
of the uncertainty principle. The common conception of Liouville�s theorem is
that under a symplectic transformation a volume remains constant. Thus, it
would be possible to pass the proverbial camel through the eye of a needle no
matter how small the eye! This is in fact not true for the "symplectic camel".
For a given process in phase space, ti is not, repeat not, possible to shrink a
cross-section de�ned by conjugate co-ordinates like x and px to zero. In other
words, we have a minimum cross-sectional area within a given volume that
cannot by shrunk further. It is as if the uncertainly has left a "footprint" in
classical mechanics.
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Perhaps the most important topic discussed in the book is the rope of the
metaplectic group and the Maslov index. Apart from the use of this group in
optics to account for phenomenon like the Gouy phase, the metaplectic group
is almost a complete stranger to the physics community, yet it is the key to the
relationship between classical and quantum mechanics. Indeed, it is argued here
that Schrödinger�s original derivation of his famous equation could be regarded
as the discovery of the metaplectic representation of the symplectic group.
To understand how this comes about we must be aware of two facts. First

we must realise that the metaplectic group double covers the symplectic group.
This is sense, it can be regarded as the "spin group" for the symplectic group.
Secondly, we must discuss classical mechanics in terms of the Hamiltonian �ow,
ft,which is simply the family of symplectic matrices generated by the Hamil-
tonian. In contrast, the time evolution in quantum mechanics is described by
the Hamiltonian through the group of unitary operators Ut. What this book
shows is that the lift of ft onto the covering space is just Ut! This is a remarkable
result which gives a new way to explore the relationship between classical and
quantum mechanics.
Historically it was believed that this procedure only applied to Hamiltonians

that were at most quadratic in position and momentum. This limitation is
seen through the classic Groenewold-van Hove "no-go" theorem. However, this
lift can be generalised to all Hamiltonians by using an iteration process on
small time lifts. This approach has similarities with the Feynman path integral
method and it is based the Lie-Trotter formula for �ows. It has the advantage
over Feynman approach in that it is not a "sum over (hypothetical) paths",
but is a mathematically rigorous consequence of the metaplectic representation,
together with the rule. This opens up the possibilities of new mathematical
questions concerning the existence of generalised metaplectic representations, a
topic that has yet to be addressed in detail.
All of this opens up a new mathematical route into quantum theory o¤ering

a much clearer relation between the classical and quantum formalisms. As the
approach is mathematical, there is no need to get embroiled in the interminable
debate about interpretations of the formalism. Indeed, because of this focus on
the mathematics without any philosophical baggage, it is possible to see exactly
how the Bohm approach �ts into this general framework, showing the legitimacy
of this approach from a mathematical point of view. Indeed, we are o¤ered
further insights into this particular approach, which I �nd particularly exciting
for obvious reasons. I hope others will be stimulated into further explorations of
the general structure that Maurice de Gosson unfolds in this volume. I am sure
this structure will reveal further profound insights into this fascinating subject.

Basil Hiley, Birkbeck College, London, 2001
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